
Owner Onboarding
Overview

In assessing MyPass' accessibility, we ran user tests on the  
onboarding nature of the platform, asking users a series of questions  

to determine which login method is best suited to their individual  
needs. These are the results of said tests.   

User Testing Results

Type of test # of Testers

30Unmoderated

Tasks completed

1. Start the account creation process

2. Enter your e-mail

# Task

Did you feel like you were  
able to give accurate answers  

to the questions asked?

At the end of the quiz, you were  
given a recommendation of login  
methods based on your answers.  

Did it meet your needs?

Target Users

People  
Experiencing  
Homelessness

Follow-up Questions

Average Time to complete

Preview of this test available at https://www.useberry.com/preview/W83cK5vy/

10.9s

19.7s

3. Take the onboarding quiz 1m 14.8s
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Password
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Security Questions

Text

96.7%
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No
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Password

Facial

Palm

Social  
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Text

When creating a new account, which login method(s)  
would you choose, if given the following options?

Which login methods did you get as a recommendation?

If you had a choice between using facial recognition or  
palm recognition to log into your account, which one  

would you choose?

Do you have any of the following medical conditions that  
may affect your ability to use an app?

36.7%

36.7%

26.7%

Palm

Neither

Facial

Most Popular Login Recommendations

Security QuestionsSecurity Questions

1 Memory Loss1 Memory Loss

BiometricsBiometrics5 
Users

# of users Login Recommendation

Associated medical condition

Relevant Screen

Security QuestionsSecurity Questions

BiometricsBiometrics4 
Users

# of users Login Recommendation

Associated medical condition

Relevant Screen

Password

2 Vision Impairment2 Vision Impairment

Security QuestionsSecurity Questions

BiometricsBiometrics

3 
Users

# of users Login Recommendation

Associated medical condition

Relevant Screen

Password

2 Vision Impairment2 Vision Impairment

Social Support

Security QuestionsSecurity Questions3 
Users

# of users Login Recommendation

Associated medical condition

Relevant Screen

Password

1 Vision Impairment1 Vision Impairment

2 
Users

# of users Login Recommendation

Associated medical condition

Relevant Screen

Social Support

2 Mental or cognitive impairments2 Mental or cognitive impairments

1 Mental or cognitive impairments1 Mental or cognitive impairments

21.1%

13.2%

0.0%

13.2%7.9%

44.7%
Memory Loss

Vision  
Impairment

Color blindness

Mental or cognitive 
 impairments

Arthritis or other joint  
and finger-movement  

impairments

None

Take-aways

Biometrics login (palm/facial recognition) are a huge value  
add to the platform, as about 50% of testers got it either as a  
recommendation or they deliberately specified it as a  
preferred method during follow-up questions.

While valuable, Biometrics are not essential at the Minimum  
Viable Product (MVP) state , as less than 3% of total testers  
from the sample size of 30 testers we collected relied SOLELY  
on this method for login, meaning the other 97% had at least  
one other login method they could rely on in its absence.

The onboarding quiz is working great. 96.7% of user testers  
said the login recommendations they got from answering  
those questions we re properly suited to their individual  
needs. 
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